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1.  Where was Sura Al-Humazah revealed? 

  a)  In Makka    b) In Kufa            c) In Taif    d) In Madina 

2. What is the moral teaching of Sura Humazah? 

a) Cheating should be avoided b) Falsehood should be avoided 

  c) Smoking should be avoided  

  d) Temptation for income should be avoided 

3. What is the number of Sura Al-Asr in the holy Quran? 

  a) 103  b) 102   c) 101   d) 100 

4. How many Ayats are there in Sura Al-Asr? 

  a) 7   b) 6   c) 3   d) 5 

5. How many deeds have been mentioned to save from the loss in Sura Asr? 

  a) 1   b) 2   c) 3   d) 4 

6. Life in the world is temporary. So, in this time____ 

  i. we have to take preparation for the hereafter 

  ii. We have to give truthful advice to people 

  iii. We have to make good use of the time. 

Which one of the following is correct? 

  a) i& ii  b) i & iii  c) ii & iii      d) i, ii & iii 

7What is the meaning of the word Hadith? 

a) Words b) Knowledge c)Saying d) a+c 

8. Whose gifts are all the bounties of this world and the hereafter? 

  a) Allah    b) The prophets      c) The Rasuls   d) The angels 

9. Who are the most nearest ones to the children? 

a) Grandfather – mother   b) Parents  

  c) Uncle – aunt   d) Grandfather – mother 



10. “surely you are the possessor of a noble character.” in which sura has it been 

said? 

  a) Sura Alaq  b) Sura Al-Qalam. c) Sura Taaha  d) Sura 

Bani Israil 
 

Chap-3 

1. What is the meaning of the word Al-Asr?    

2. What is the background of sura Nas and falaq??  

3. What is the 112
th 

sura of the Quran? 

4. How many types of sins have been mentioned in suratul Humazah? 

5. Why do many people gather wealth? 

6. In which city of Arabia was Hazrat Muhammad (Sm.) born? 

7. How many verses are there in sura Asr? 

8. How many sins have been mentioned in sura Humaja and what are they? 

9. What is Munajat? 

10. What is the Shan-i-Nazul of Sura Humajah? 

11. What is Buhtan? 

12. Who are except from losser? 

13. What is the moral teaching of Sura Al-Asr? 

14. Write a supplication with meaning. 

      15.What is the Shan-i-Nazul of Sura Al-Asr? 

CQ 

1. Habib is a religious and honest person. Everybody respects him very 

much. But his neighbor Skeikh Mahmud does not agree with this. So, 

being jealous he tried to cast spell on him to become mad. But he failed to 

do so. On the other hand,Habib got safe and took shelter to Allah by 

praying for him. 

a) What is the meaning of the word Al-Asr?    

b) What is the background of sura Nas and falaq??    

c) What is the similarity between the story of Habid and then that of Sura 

in the Quran? Explain.       

From the teaching of the above Sura Habid got safe from the loss. Do you agree 

with this point? In the light of the teaching of above Sura, give your own 

conclusion. 


